Writing Trait: Organization
Learning Intention: Use Twister and My Dog is as Smelly as Dirty Socks as mentor
texts to teach students how to write similes to incorporate in their own stories.
S.D. #71

by Darleen Bailey
Beard

Before Reading:
Learning outcomes: A5, B1, B5, B11
Write the words dog and smelly socks
on the board. Have students do a
quick turn and talk to determine what
the two may have in common. Explain
that the book you are about to read
makes comparisons between two completely different things, but manages
to connect them together.

During Reading:
Learning outcomes: B6, B11
Explain that comparisons between two seemingly unrelated objects are called similes
when they contain the words like or as. Read aloud My Dog is as Smelly as Dirty
Socks explaining that this book presents a series of similes.
After Reading and Writing Extensions:
Learning outcomes: C3, C6, C7, C10
After reading My Dog is as Smelly as Dirty Socks have students list the objects that
are used to describe family members. Once this concept is made clear, have them
write a few family-member similes of their own.
e.g.

At times my Mom is as mad as a rabid dog.
Hmmm? Maybe she has good a good excuse.
Sometimes my room is as messy as the aftermath of a tornado.

Once students have written and shared their similes, provide students with copies of
the following pages from Twister. Students work in groups to locate the similes
used by Darlene Bailey Beard in Twister and to add some of their own that would
work in this text.
Co-create criteria with students regarding literary devices such as similes.
e.g.

1. needs some poetic language;
3. poetic language adds interest;

2. has one example of poetic language;
4. artful use of poetic language

While this lesson focuses on similes, this book needs to be examined from other
writing perspectives as well (see other lesson links).
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